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Supplementary Material

1. Additional Experiments

In this section, we conducted some additional experiments.
Note that all models use the CLIP [7] ViT-B/16 model and
are evaluated on the ADE20K-150 [10] validation set.

1.1. Embedding Balancing Strategy and Weight

In the main paper, we adaptively balance the three image
embeddings A, B and D ∈ RN×C by computing their ge-
ometric mean. This subsection focuses on studying the ef-
fects of different averaging strategies (arithmetic mean and
geometric mean) and weights (α, β and γ) on the mIoU.

When we take the geometric mean strategy, since there
are negative values in the image embeddings A, B, and D,
we cannot directly take their geometric mean. Actually, our
geometric mean implementation follows ODISE [8], getting
different geometric mean of prediction logits for different
classes. We first calculate the prediction logits of all the
embeddings with all classes:

PA = A×TET
test, (1)

PB = B×TET
test, (2)

PD = D×TET
test, (3)

where PA, PB and PD ∈ RN×K . Then, we combine the
prediction logits of those three kinds of embeddings with
geometric mean for training and new classes:

Ptrain = Pα
A ⊙Pβ

B ⊙P1−α−β
D , (4)

Pnew = Pγ
A ⊙Pβ

B ⊙P1−γ−β
D , (5)

where Ptrain and Pnew ∈ RN×K . After that, we remove
the columns (the second dimension) corresponding to the
new categories in Ptrain, as well as the columns corre-
sponding to the training classes in Pnew, getting the same
Ptrain ∈ RN×f and Pnew ∈ RN×(K−f) in the main paper.

In Tab. 1, we conduct experiments with different image
embedding balancing strategies and weights during infer-
ence. At first, we set α = 0.4, β = 0.6, γ = 0. Then we
adjust the the three weights and choose a best set of weights
for our model. We adjust the weights in the order of α, γ, β.
The experiments show that geometric mean is slightly bet-
ter for the image embedding balancing, so we use geometric
mean in our default setting.

adjusted weight α β γ mIoUg mIoUa

α

0.4 0.6 0.0 29.3 29.1
0.3 0.6 0.0 29.7 29.4
0.2 0.6 0.0 29.8 29.6
0.1 0.6 0.0 29.2 28.8

γ
0.2 0.6 0.0 29.8 29.6
0.2 0.6 0.1 29.6 29.1
0.2 0.6 0.2 29.2 28.8

β

0.2 0.6 0.0 29.8 29.6
0.2 0.5 0.0 29.2 28.7
0.2 0.4 0.0 28.6 28.2
0.2 0.7 0.0 30.0 29.7
0.2 0.8 0.0 29.6 29.5

Table 1. Ablation study on the image embedding balancing strat-
egy and weight on ADE20K-150 [10] validation set. mIoUg de-
notes the mIoU results using geometric mean for embedding bal-
ancing. mIoUa is the mIoU results with arithmetic mean.

prompt strategy mIoU

single template 29.1
prompt engineering 30.0

prompt tuning 25.3

Table 2. Ablation study on text prompt strategies. single prompt
denotes using one prompt template: ”a photo of a {}.”. prompt
engineering means using the 14 prompt templates in ViLD [3].
prompt tuning indicates using trainable prompt embeddings intro-
duced in CoOp [11]. We use the CLIP ViT-B/16 based model and
evaluate our model on the ADE20K-150 validation set.

2. More Implement Details

2.1. Text Prompt

Following previous works [8, 9], we use the ViLD [3]
prompt templates to extract text embeddings. There are 14
prompt templates in ViLD, such as ”a photo of a {}.” and
”There is a {} in the scene”. We use all these 14 templates
to extract text embeddings and average the text embeddings
of different templates for each class to get the final text em-
beddings for training and inference. We show the results of
different prompt strategies in Tab. 2. When applying prompt
tuning, since the trainable prompt embeddings easily overfit
to the training classes, the mIoU drops significantly. Prompt
engineering with ViLD prompts helps our model the most.



(a) Input (b) GT (c) EBSeg(ours) (d) OVSeg [5] (e) SAN [9]

Figure 1. Qualitative results on the ADE20K-150 [10] validation set. We compare our approach with two other methods OVSeg [9] and
SAN [5]. Thanks to our AdaB Decoder and SSC Loss, our model shows a stronger generalization ability for new classes that do not exist
in the training dataset COCO-Stuff [1], such as hovel in the third row and animal in the last row. Moreover, with the help of our AdaB
Decoder, our model is able to better recognize training classes that exist in the training set, such as building in the first row and table, wall
in the second row.

CLIP model method params (M) GFLOPs

ViT-B/16 baseline 23.5 339.9
EBSeg 26.6 312.3

ViT-L/14 baseline 24.9 1132.4
EBSeg 28.0 622.1

Table 3. Model size of EBSeg. baseline denotes that we do not use
the additional image backbone and do not downsample the input
for CLIP image encoder. The GFLOPs are measured with input
images of 6402 resolution.

2.2. The Semantic Segmentation Loss

During training, following Mask2former [2], we apply bi-
nary cross-entropy loss Lbce and dice loss Ldice to supervise
the mask (M) generation process, and apply cross-entropy
loss Lcls to supervise the mask classification process. Note
that we apply Lcls to both mask classification results of
fully supervised image embeddings A and mask attention
image embeddings B. So our semantic segmentation loss
Lsem seg is:

Lsem seg = λ1Lbce + λ2Ldice + λ3Lcls. (6)

Following the default setting in Mask2former [2], we set
λ1 = 5, λ2 = 5 and λ3 = 2.

2.3. Model Size

We list the number of parameters and GFLOPs of our mod-
els in Tab. 3. During training, we freeze all parameters of
CLIP and SAM [4] image encoders except for their posi-
tional embeddings. Since we downsample the input image
for CLIP image encoder and use a SAM-B image encoder
for all our models (both CLIP ViT-B and ViT-L based mod-
els), our models have fewer GFLOPs than a baseline model
that do not use an additional image backbone. Please note
that during training and inference, we only use the CLIP
text encoder once to extract text embeddings in the first it-
eration. So when measuring GFLOPs, we do not include
the CLIP text encoder.

3. More Qualitative Results
In this section, we provide more qualitative results of our
model to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed ap-
proach. We first compare our model with other methods
[5, 9] in Fig. 1 on the ADE20K-150 validation set. Then we
present more qualitative results of our model on ADE20K-



(a) Input (b) GT (150) (c) prediction (150) (d) GT (847) (e) prediction (847)

Figure 2. Qualitative results on the ADE20K-150/847 [10] validation set. ADE20K-847 has a broader vocabulary than ADE20K-150.
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Figure 3. Qualitative results on the PC-59 [6] validation set.

150/847 in Fig. 2, PC-59 [6] in Fig. 3 and PC-459 [6] in
Fig. 4. All the visualization results are output by CLIP ViT-
B/16 based models.
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Figure 4. Qualitative results on the PC-459 [6] validation set.
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